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Emphasis continues to be placed on the use of digital computers in
solving nonlinear hydrodynamic and thermodynamic equations of fluid
flow. This publication of the thermal pollution group at the University
of Miami presents the solutian of one such problem. This problem deals
with the use of a numerical one-dimensional model in predicting the tem-
perature profiles of a deep body of water. Although this model can be
applied to most lakes, a specific site (Lake Keowee, S. C.) application
has been chosen and described in detail. The programs are written in
fortran V and could be modified by the user. Some of these modifications
are suggested either in the teat or in the specific programs.
A detailed derivation of the equations integrated has been left out;
however, to improve readability of the final equations, the meaning of
the terms and variables occurring in these equations are included.
This research was performed at the thermal pollution laboratory at
the University of Miami. Funding was provided by the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration (NASA-KSC) and the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (EPA-RTP) .
A user's manual for aone-dimensional thermal model is described.
The model is essentially a set of partial differential equations which are
solved by finite difference methods using a high speed digital computer.
The main equations integrated are discussed. The programs are written
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upward from deepest point
of the lake. As a subscript
it marks the vertical compo-
nents of a vector.
h	 Depth of lake
A(z)	 Horizontal cross-sectional




mass per unit area
Q (z) Bottom-surface source of
heat per unit area
T	 Temperature (°C)
P	 Density of waterV	 Vertical velocity
K z	Eddy diffusivity
K-	 Eddy Eddy diffusivity under
neutral condition
W*= (T	 ) Friction velocity
a	 sEP'npirical constant
R!	 Richardson number
av	 Volumetric coefficient of
expansion of water
s	 Surface shear stress
C	 Heat capacity
HTz) Heat source /unit volume
A^	 Average value of W *
B	 Half of the annual variation W*
Cj,C I' C ,C 4 ,C Phase angles^
o	 Soar radiation incident onthe water surface
A Z
	Average value of ^o
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
It is important that the thermal behavior of heated discharges and
their receiving basins be clearly understood.
A numerical model that can be used for predicting the seasonal thermo-
cline of a deep body of water is very useful in studying the environmental
impact of thermal discharges from power plants. This is not only required
for existing power plants but also for planned units. Thus, a predictive
capability is essential to the licensing procedure. Monitoring programs
cannot satisfy these needs, but from time to time, play a vital role in the
calibration and verification of mathematical models.
The one-dimensional, thermal numerical model, described in this
manual, features the effects of area change with depth, nonlinear inter-
action of wind-generated turbulence and buoyancy, absorption of radiative
heat flux below the surface, thermal discharges and the effects of vertical
convection caused by discharge. The main assumption in the formulation
of this model is horizontal homogeneity.
This model can be applied to most stratified deep bodies of water.
This stratification has a seasonal cycle and is an important natural
characteristic of a body of water. The body of water could be divided
into any number of slices. The temperature of each slice is predicted
by the model. The surface slice exchanges heat with the environment
of known climatic conditions while the bottom slice is assumed perfectly
insulated. Condenser cooling water is extracted from any one of the
slices and heated by the power plant. The discharge is injected into a
slice of the same temperature as the dischage.
The main function of the model is the prediction of the temperature
profiles in a deep body of water for any number of annual cycles. How-
ever, predictions connot be made on hourly basis - a feature usually
handled by a more sensitive three-dimensional model. This is the main
limitation of the model.
The procedure used in writing this manual is as follows:
Description and flow chart of the main program are given in Section
3, where the subroutines are also described. In the next section, a
list of the variables and dimensions are given. The next three sections
i
1
show how a typical run is prepared, executed and plotted. An example









The main disadvantage of a one-dimensional thermal model lies in
the fact that resolution is sacrificed for computational speed. Three di-
mensional models are bulky and time consuming but have much better
resolution, however, when long term simulations are necessary, a one-
dimensional model is recommended.
The model described here can be modified to include the single
effects of the various quantities involved in the surface heat transfer
phenomenon rather than using the equilibrium temperature concept.
w	 This is particularly recommended for the user who is interested in
modeling the long term effects of one (for example, evaporation) of
the quantities involved in the surface heat transfer processes.
Furthermore, the model can be easily adapted to handle connected







PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND FLOW CHART
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM ALGORITHM
Background
A view of an idealized deep body of water is shown in Figure 1.
This basin is divided into eleven slices. 	 The inner nine slices are of
equal thickness, DZ, while the top and bottom slices are of thickness
DZ/2.	 The thickness, DZ, is determined from the depth of the basin
and the number of slices used.	 The temperature of each slice is as
shown in Figure 1; the horizontal lines correspond to the center of each
slice.
The condenser cooling water (CCW) , if any, cou ld be taken from
- any slice.	 In Figure 1, the CCW is extracted from the center of Slice 2
which is at temperature T 	 The discharge temperature, T D , is the sum
temperatureof T
	
and the increase in	 through the condenser.	 T	 is in-jecte3tl into a slice of equal temperature or treated as a surface ou9fall if
T D is greater than the highest temperature of the basin.
The basin also gains or loses heat from the surface as a result of
changing climatic conditions which are required as input data.	 These
could vary every time step, daily or monthly.
Algo rithm
The problem is an initial value problem, so the values of dependent
variables are assumed known initially. 	 The governing and associated
equations are discussed in the next section.
	 The governing equation is
#? . parabolic and mathematically represents a diffusion process with vertical
convection.
The values of the dependent variables at successive time steps are
obtained by using a forward - time Dufort-Frankel scheme.
The sequence in which calculations are performed is as follows:(Refer to ,Summary of Variables - next section.)
1.	 The dependent variables, T, K Z , W*, A p, T EE and K
	 ini-
tialized.
	 The area of each slice is calcuYated and then tTietime step
a• 4
.,...-a	
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values of the, variables, K	 W*, A	 p, T and K	 are then calcu-
	
i	 lated. The temperatures N the slides are finally cKulated. If the
	
t	 temperature profile is unstable, mixing of the unstable portion of
the profile is undertaken.
2. During the.next time step, the temperatures wire updated, and the
dependent variables are calculated again.
	
"j	 3. The values of the temperature T, eddy diffusivity K z , number or
days and surface heat transfer coefficient K S are printed every time
step, every day or normally at the end of each month. At the end
of the present year, the title of the new year is printed and compu-
tions continue as listed above. These steps are shown in a flow chart,
Figure 2. The results are stored on a magnetic tape and plotted
when necessary.








The fortran calculation programs consist of a main program (NASA)
and seven subroutines (YEARS, EQUILL STORE, CCW, SMOOTH, MIXIT
and AREAS) .
1. MAIN: The main program handles the input data, calls the subrou-
tines and does the temperature calculations. Two alternatives are
given for handling the input data; these are either read through
cards or in-data files or through a block-data arrangement given
at the beginning of the main program. For users interested in the
block-data package, the following caution is necessary: Whenever
a data or set of data is changed, the main program must be recom-
piled!
2. YEARS: This subroutine prints the year heading. It is called at
the beginning of a new year.
3. EQUILl: This subroutine reads the dewpoint temperature, wind
speed and solar radiation. It then computes the surface heat trans-
fer coefficient and the equilibrium temperature. Depending on how
the data has been averaged (e.g. days, months or years) ; it is
called as often as needed.
4. STORE: This subroutine stores the calculated data on magnetic
tape designated as Unit 8. The stored data could be read by the
plotting subroutine called READER. This subroutine and other plotprograms are described later.
5. CCW : This subroutine supplies the condenser cooling water data.
The data is also converted to the required units by this subroutine.
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8fusivity and uses it to calculate the variable time step. It also
smoothens the calculated eddy diffusivity for unstable temperature
gradients. It is called every time step.
7. MIXIT: This subroutine looks for unstable temperature gradients
and mixes or stabilizes the temperatures. It is also called every
time step.
8. AREAS: This subroutine handles the surface areas of each slice
and converts the values to the required units. It is called only
once at the beginning of the computations.




DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM SYMBOLS
4
Introduction
The programs have been written to calculate, as a function of depth,
thermal diffusivity and temperature profiles over complete annual cycles.
The equation integrated is
	
A (Z) a t (P C pT') - aZ(PC pA (Z) K Z aZ )	aZ (pC pA (Z) TV Z ) + QAI + A (Z) H (Z)
(1)
The above equation requires two boundary conditions and one ititial con-
dition.
The initial condition is an input quantity supplied by the user and
equals the homothermal temperature of the basin. The boundary condi-
tions are:
1. At the surface;
	
HT
KZaz IZ =h	 - KS (T E - TS )	 (2)
where Z = vertical coordinate measured from the deepest point
T  = equilibrium temperature
T S = surface temperature
KS = surface heat exchange coefficient
2. At the bottom;






Calculations of the temperature profiles are made by numerical integration
of Equation (1). Calculations start with the homothermal conditions and
a forward explicit scheme is used.
Each time step, the surface temperature, T S
 = T 12, is calculated
9
and teen the temperature of each slice is calculated. Solar radiation is
absorbed at the surface slice and the unabsorbed portion is transmitted
exponentially-to the slices below.
The empirical relations involved in this manual are summarized below.
A full discussion is given in the final report, Lee et al. (1980).
Description of Main Variables
1. Density, p, fortran variable - ROW:
p =A 1  + 13 T +C T2 	 (4)
where A l
 = density at 0°C
= 1.02943 gm /cc
B 1 = constant
-0.00002
C 1 = constant
_ -0.0000048
2. Eddy diffusivity, K Z , fortran variable = XKZ
K Z
 = K ZO (1 + v1 R i )-1	 (5)
and
g z
R i- _W_* ? a Z	 (6)
where R. = Richardson number
a = 0.1, an empirical constant, fortran variable - SIGMA
g = acceleration due to gravity, fortran variable - G
W* = friction velocity, fortran variable - FRVEL
_ ( Ts /P)
t
E.:
aV =A 2  + B 2 (T - 4) + C 2 (T - 4) Z	 (6a)
fortran variable for aV , AV
where A 2
 = 0, volumetric coefficient of expansion at 40C, fortran
variable - Al
B 2 = constant, fqVran variable - A2
= 1.538 x 10
C 2 = constant, fol ran variable - A3
_ -2.037 x 10
aV
 can also be estimated by using Equation (4) .
10
7i	 r
where K ZO = eddy diffusivity under neutral condition (varies with
time), fortran variable XKZO
K ZO	 A 3 + B 3 sin ( .=7r365 t + C 3) (t is in days)	 (6b)
where A 3 = average value of K ZO , fortran variable - R9
B 3 = half annual variation of K 	 fortran variable - R10
C 3 = phase angle, fortran varia7b9e - R8
3. Heat source, H, fortran variable - F6
H = n(1 - O)A (Z) ^oexp(-n(Z - h))	 (7)
where f3 = 0.5, fraction of the solar radiation absorbed at the surface
n = 0.75, solar radiation absorption coefficient
= net solar radiation reaching the water surface (input





PREPARATION OF INPUT DATA
The input data is stored in an in-data file - INPUT. Alternatively,
it could be punched on cards. The input data is read in with an open
format. The main variables read are: dewpoint temperature, wind speed
and solar radiation. In some cases where the dewpoint temperature is
not available, th,-i relative humidity, air temperature and a pschometric
chart are used to find the dewpoint temperature. If this involves a lot
of chart reading, subroutine EQUI LI could be modified and the dewpoint
temperature calculated from a known equation supplied by the user.
If the latter case is used, then the input data base is enlarged to read
air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and solar radiation. A
detailed input list of the constants is given in Appendix A.
^l
SECTION 6
PLATTING PROGRAMS AND EXECUTION ELEMENTS
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS
The fortran plotting routine consists of one main program (PLOTTER)
and one subroutine TREADER).
PLOTTER: This program calls the calcomp fortran subroutines (re-
fer to a Calcomp plotting manual for details) and the subroutine (READER)
which reads the calculated results from a magnetic tape designated as
Unit 8. (See Item A.4.) A flow chart is shown in Figure 3.
READER: Reacts the calculated data stored on Unit 8 (magnetic
tape) .
Execution Elements
Two execution ele;: ents are used, one for executing the calculated
results and the other for executing the plots.
DO-IT: This element compiles and prints the main program (NASA)
and then prepares an entry point table, maps the necessary programs
and subprograms, calls the in-data element containing the input data
and finally, executes the calculations. This is done as follows for a
UNIVAC 1100 computer at the University of Miami.
Only one magnetic tape is necessary.
1. @ ASG, AX FILE.
The 'FILE' is assigned for the run.
2. @ ASG, T 8. , 16N, TAPENAME
A magnetic tape file named '8.' is being assigned. The tape is 9-
track, and the reel number is 'TAPENAME'. The calculated results
are stored on this tape.
3. @ PRT, S F1LE.NASA




4. @ PACK FILE.
The 'FILE' is packed.
S. @ PREP FILE.
The entry point table is prepared.
6. @ MAP, S
7. IN FILE.NASA
8. LI B FI LE.
9. END
10. @ XQT
11. @ ADD FILE.INPUT
12. @ FIN
PLOT-IT: Similar to DO-IT, but handles the plotting executions.
For a UNIVAC 1100 computer the following cards are necessary. Two
magnetic tapes are .necessary.
1. @ ASG, AX FILE,
2. @ ASG, T 8. , 16N, TAPENAME
3. @ ASG, T 11. , 16, PLOTTAPE
A magnetic tape file named 1 11.' is being assigned. The tape is 7-
track, and the reel number is 'PLOTTAPE'. The plots are stored on
this tape.
4. @ PRT, S FILE. PLOTTER
The plot program is printed.
S. @ PACK FILE.
6. @ PREP FILE.

















f CALL SUBROUTINE 'READER'
I TO READ MAGNETIC TAPE J INCREASE
l	 YEAR








IS MONTH	 YES	 YEAR LESS
DEC?	 THAN 1980?
NO
I PLOT STRATIFICATION CYCLE
FOR ALL YEARS
PRINT 'ALL PLOTS ARE NOW
COMPLETED NORMAL JOB EXIT'
•	 STOP
Figure 3. Flow chart (plots)
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The model described in this manual was verified using monthly-
averaged data supplied by Duke Power Company for Lake Keowee, South
i
	 Carolina. Accordingly, the data discussed below apply to Lake Keowee.
SITE DESCRIPTION
Lake Keowee is located 40- km west of Greenville, South Carolina.
It is the source of cooling water for Oconee Nuclear Station (ONS) . It
was formed from 1968 through 1971 by damming the Little and Keowee
rivers. A connecting canal (maximum depth 30.5 m) joins the two main
arms of the lake. Flow out of the lake is through the Keowee Hydro
Station. Lake Keowee also exchanges water with Laka Jorassa-e-pumped
storage station, The three-unit ONS with a net capacity of 2580 Mwe
started operating in July 1973. ONS operated on annual gross thermal
capacity factors of 11, 28, 69 and 59% in the years 1973 through 1976,
respectively. From 1977 to 1979 the factors varied from 65 to 750. A
map showing the geometry of the lake is given in Figure 4.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Calculation of Parameters and Input Data
1. The fortran variable DM (I, J) is a two-dimensional array containing
the temperatures at the connecting channel between Lake Keowee and
the Jocassee-pumped storage station. The data is averaged monthly.
The units are in degrees Celcius (*C). I is the year counter and J
is the month counter. The inputs for the first year are punched on
the first card, the next year on the next card, and so on. Accord-
ingly, each card contains twelve inputs in open format (real floating
point numbers) .
2. The following fortran variables /constants are also read in with open
format, five on one card.
IYEAR : starting year - 1971 (could be changed) .
DZ: thickness of an inner slice (ft) - (maximum depth of lake) /(10.0) .
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the thermal diffusivity of solid water (15 ft 2 /day) .
H: maximum depth of lake, ft (150 ft) .
G: acceleration due to gravity (ft/sect).
PI :	 7r = 3.1415926.
Al: corresponds to A2 in Equation (6a) ; Al = 0 °C-1.
A2: corresponds to B2 in Equation (6a); A2 = 1.538 x 10 -5 °C.
A3: corresponds to C2 in Equation (6a); A3 = -2.037 x 10 7 °C.
A4: corresponds to Al in Equation (4) ; A4 = 1.02943 gm /cc °C.
A5: corresponds to B1 in Equation (4); A5 = 0.00002 gm/cc °C.
A 6: corresponds to C 1 in Equation (4) ; A 6 = -0.0000048 gm /cc °C 2.
(NOTE: The units for A4 through A6 are automatically converted to
consistent units in the main program.)
TO: homothermal temperature of lake (initial condition) ; TO = 7.8 °C.
C  : specific heat; C  = 1. 8 BTU /lb °C .
SIGMA: see Equation (5) ; SIGMA = a l = 0.1.
**R6,R7,R8: the friction velocities (T /p) are calculated for the whole
period and fitted into a sine curve: (friction velocity
OMEGA)
W* = R6 + R7 sin(36 5time + RI)
where R6 = average value of W *, 0.1 ft /sec.
R7 = average value of the half annual variations
of W*, 0.025 ft /sec.
R8 = phase angle, 2.61 radians
TIME is in days, not specified.
R 8, R 9, R 10: correspond to C3, A 3, and B3 of Equation (6b) respec-
tively; R 9 = 800 ft 2 /day and RIO = 200 ft 2 /day.
DATA1: 0 or 1 (see below) .
3. The next set of inputs is the dewpoint temperatures, wind speed and
**Alternatively, friction velocity could be read in as monthly averages.





solar radiation. These can either be punched on cards or stored in
an in-data element. They are read every month. Each card contains
three members. For example: for January-March 1971 (Lake Keowee) ,
the data are
3.0, 6.69, 167.0
0. , 9. 3, 264.4
6.3, 9.20, 264.4
The first number on each line (each card) is the dewpoint tempera-
ture in °C. The second one is the wind speed in ft/sec. The third
quantity is the solar radiation in BTU/ft 2 day. If DATA1 = 1, a fourth
number must be included on each line (every card) . This fourth
quantity is the computed friction velocity for each month.
NOTE: The in-data element described above is called INPUT. (See














Sample Output and Sample Plots
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TEMPERRTURE PROFILES FOR LRKE KEOWEE	 1971.
(DEPTH IS MERSUP,EO FROM THE DEEPEST POINT OF THE LRKEI
(STATIONS 500-506)
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Figure 6. Sample plots - measured average temperature profiles (Stations
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yAPE AS SYM	 CREATED	 ON	 12	 AJG	 80	 AT	 13:05.27
1 C THIS	 SUBROUTINE	 CONTAINS	 THE	 AREAS OF
2 C A	 DOMAIN	 (LAKE	 KECwEE) I	 AT	 TwELVE






y 7 DIMENSION	 A(20)
I 8 ACONS=10.*:^8
9 A(1)=0.032S*ACONS
10 A (Z )=0.055*ACONS
it A (3 )'0.7.00*ACONS
12 A(4)=0.550*ACONS
13 A (5 ) =1 .125*ACONS
14 A (6)=1.8*ACONS
15 A (7) =2.575*ACONS
16 A (b )=3.55*ACONS
^ 17 A (9 ) =4.70*ACONS
13 A (10 )=5.825*ACONS
19 A (11 )=7.25*ACOP)S
20 A (12 )=8.008*ACONS
21 RETJRN






iYM CREATED ON 12 AUG 80 AT 13:00:09
THIS SUBROUTINE CONTAINS THE CCNDENSER





















































DIMENSION G.P (12) ,DELTEM( 12)














QP (10) =2232.5*ACOS T
QP (11) =2176.7*AC 0uS T















QP (8 ) =4727.1*ACOST
QP (9 )=5961 .4*ACOST
QP(10)=4953.4*ACOST
QP (1 1) =420'.l*ACOS T



































































































QP 111 ) =7467.1*ACOS T
OP (12 ) =685c.94,ACOST
DELTEM (1)=6.3
DELTEM(2)=4.6
DELT EM (3 )=c;.2
DELTEM (4)=d.3
















QP (8 )=724 ,, .3*ACOST
Q° i9 )=6785.4*AC0ST
OP (10)=5637.8*ACOST
OP (11) =5809.2*ACOS T















































I140 QP (8 )=7914.9*ACOST
141 QP (9 )=6557.3*ACOST
142 QP (10 ) =7407.4*ACOS T
143 QP (11) =6065.1*ACOST





147 DELTEM (3 )=13.2
148 DELTEM (4 )=9.7
149 DELTEM (5 )=10.1I 150 DELTEM (6 )=b.1
151 DELTEM(7)=7.9
152 DELTEM (8 )=795
153 DELTEM (9 )=7.6
154 DELTEM (10 ) =6.2
1.55 DELTEM (11 )=8o4 
156 DELTEM (12 )=7.2
157 GO	 TO	 11
j 158 9	 QP (1 )=7207.7*ACOST
159 QP (2 )=7319.9*ACOST
i 160 QP (3 )=7419.5*ACOST
161 QP (4 )=7275.8*ACOST
162 QP (5 )=4189.1*ACOST
163 QP (6 )=5381.2*ACOST
164 OP (7 )=4733.3*ACOST
165 QP (8 )=4733.3*ACOST
166 QP (9 )=4733.3*ACOST
167 QP(10)=4733.3*AC0ST
168 QP(11)=4733.3*AC0ST
169 QP (12) =4733.3*AC0S T
170 DELTEM (1 )=10.3
171 DELTEM (2)=10.4
172 DELTEM (3 )=9.6
j 173 DELTEM (4 )=9.9
174 DELTEM (5 )=o.2




179 DELTEM (10 )=5.0
180 DELTEM (11 )=5.0
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20. 9 6.48,409.19.44 1 5 .75 ,428.2
18.33,5.77,329.
13. 8 8,7 .02 ,2 61 . 3
2.88,7	 31247.7
5.5, 8.3, 147.7




13.1 3,7 .95 ,564.3







-I . , 7.3 , 279.5





210 7 9 5a 1 6 391 .6
Z^. 8,6.863 ,338.4
13.5,7.1,341.7
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9.6, 7.6,429.14. , 6:7 ,513.
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MIXIT SYN CREATED ON 12 AUG 80 AT 13:26.57
C
C




	 DO 10 1=1 ,11
IF(TN(I+l).GE. TN( I))GO TO 1





	 C ON T I N U E
TMAX=AMAX1 (TN (1) 9,TN(2),TN(3),T:4(4),TN( 5)C,TN(6),TN(7),TN(8),TN
C(9),TN(10),TN(11), TN( 12)}
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